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Preface

Thank you for purchasing a Portage and Main outdoor hydronic heater.
This heater has been tested and approved by the Canadian Standard Association and Underwriter
Laboratories .
This manual has been prepared for the owner and operators of Model EGR 250 and EGR 100
outdoor hydronic heater. Its purpose, aside from heater operation, is to promote safety through the
use of accepted correct operating and maintenance procedures. Completely read the entire safety
section before installing, operating or servicing the heater. To obtain maximum life and efficiency
from your heater, read this manual thoroughly and follow instructions carefully.
We also recommend that you consult and comply with your local electrical, plumbing and fire codes,
which supersede instructions in this manual.
This heater may only be installed by qualified personnel.
For more information regarding the installation, operation and maintenance of this heater, please
contact Piney Manufacturing Ltd. or your dealer.
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Introduction

Congratulations on your purchase of the Portage and Main EGR 250/100 Outdoor Hydronic Heater.
Your heater was manufactured in Canada, by Piney Manufacturing Ltd. Refer to the Installation and
Operating Instructions Manual for all aspects regarding the safe and efficient use of your Outdoor
Hydronic Heater.
This heater is deigned to provide years of service and to provide comfort heating all year round.
Outdoor Hydronic Heaters are commonly used for heating homes, shops, barns, pools and domestic
hot water. Operating on environmentally friendly wood fuel, it is highly efficient and safe to operate
any time of year.
This heater uses wood gasification process to extract heat from wood. The major components are;
fire box, reaction chamber, heat exchanger, exhaust gas fan and combustion air control. The
reaction chamber and fire box floor are refractory lined to withstand the intense heat produced
during the combustion process. The heat exchangers, fire box and reaction chamber are immersed
in a water jacket. The water immersed design helps keep components from overheating and
warping. The heater doors are insulated and built of heavy gauge material to minimise warping. The
heat exchangers are optimised to extract most heat from the combustion gasses exiting the reaction
chamber. After initial warm-up, the exhaust is nearly smoke free under normal operating conditions.
This heater uses automatic controls to maintain the output water temperature by controlling the
wood combustion speed. The water from the heater is plumbed to each individual heating demand
that you may have. Typically, each demand has a temperature control system that regulates the
heat output for that demand. Details on different types of heating demands are discussed in this
manual.
The Table of Contents on Page 1 will help you navigate this manual. Please keep this manual for
future reference. Please ensure that you and anyone else who is installing, operating or maintaining
this heater has read and understood the Installation and Operating Instructions Manual.
For assistance if items in this publication are not understood, please contact :

Phone: 1-800-561-0700

Portage and Main

Fax: 1-306-922-1622

C/O Heat Smart Plus Inc.

E-Mail: info@portageandmainboilers.com

Hwy 11 North, 1 mile south of Hwy 2
RR3, STN Main
Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, Canada
S6V 5R1
3
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Safety
3.1 General Safety

1.

Read and understand the entire installation and operators manual before
attempting installation or operation.

2.

Read and understand the warnings posted on the heater and in this manual.
Failure to comply with all of these warnings may cause serious injury.

3.

Safety signs on this heater are placed to inform operators on the hazards and to promote safe
operation. Important: If Safety Signs have been damaged, removed, become illegible or
parts replaced without Safety Signs, new signs must be applied. New Safety Signs are
available from Portage and Main.

4.

Have a fire extinguisher available for use should the need arise and know how to use it.
Fire Extinguisher: The fire extinguisher must be a dry chemical type (ABC
type). Check extinguisher charge pressure condition regularly, replace or
recharge as required.

1.

Keep children away.

2.

Make access to your heater child proof with fences and/or padlocks (not
provided).

3.

This heater is designed and intended for use by properly trained and
experienced personnel only.

4.

If you are not familiar with the proper and safe operation of this heater, do not use until proper
training and knowledge have been obtained.

5.

Do not use this heater for purposes other than its intended use. Intended uses are discussed in
this manual. If you are unsure please contact Portage and Main (page 5).

6.

Do not operate this heater while tired or under the influence of drugs or alcohol.

7.

Make certain heater and metal pipe connections are properly grounded.

8.

Keep coverings and insulation in place at all times when the heater is in use. If removed for
maintenance purposes replace the coverings and insulation prior to resuming operation.

9.

Provide for adequate space surrounding the heater for operation and maintenance.

10. Do not store combustibles materials near the heater. Maintain clearance to combustibles as
specified in this manual.
11. Do not store combustible liquids such a fuel or oils within 50 feet of this heater.
12. Do not tamper with or modify with the mechanical attributes or electronic controls of this heater.
Changes or modifications void the warranty and may lead to potentially unsafe operation.
13. ‘‘This wood heater has a manufacturer-set minimum low burn rate that must not be altered. It is
against federal regulations to alter this setting or otherwise operate this wood heater in a
manner inconsistent with operating instructions in this manual.’’
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3.2 Operation and Maintenance Safety
1.

Do not operate the heater if the temperature control system are not functioning.

2.

If water level is low, only add water to the heater when conditions are safe to do so and the
heater water temperature is below 200 degrees F.

3.

Do not perform heater maintenance until water temperature is below 100 degrees F.

4.

Turn off power during maintenance.

5.

Do not burn materials in this heater other than wood. Processed or treated woods such as
plywood, particle board, oriented strand board, laminates and pressure treated lumber contain
chemical compounds that are harmful to the heater and environment.

6.

Do not use chemicals or fluids to start the fire. Use only solid fuel kindling such as paper and
finely cut wood.

7.

Liquid fuels are prohibited. Adding liquid fuel or oils to this heater is dangerous and can lead to
serious injury and/or damage the heater.

8.

During operation do not leave fire box door or reaction chamber door open or unlatched.

9.

Always open the fire box door slowly. Opening the door quickly can cause a rush of air into the
heater resulting in flames exiting the fire box through the fire box door. This is dangerous and
can lead to serious burn injuries.

10. Always use caution when opening the fire box door during operation. The method is to open
the door about 1 inch and wait 5 seconds before opening the door completely.
11. Do not open the reaction chamber door during operation of the heater. This door must remain
closed at all times. This door is meant for maintenance access only.
12. Do not touch uninsulated parts of the heater during operation. Use caution when accessing the
heater through the exterior doors. Some components are very hot and may cause serious skin
burns. Skin burns can be avoided, use heat protective gloves when loading or maintaining the
heater.
13. Store ashes in a tightly covered metal container designed for this purpose. Store ash container
away from combustibles.
14. Do not dispose of ashes until allowed to cool and no embers are present. Check local bylaws
for ash disposal guidelines.
15. Do Not Burn Garbage, Gasoline, Naphtha, Engine Oil, or Other Inappropriate Materials.
16. Do not burn materials other than wood. This heater is not an incinerator and is not designed to
burn garbage.
17. Do not load wood during power failure. Only load when circulation pumps are working to
remove heat from the unit.
18. Do not tamper with or modify with the mechanical attributes or electronic controls of this heater.
Changes or modifications void the warranty and may lead to potentially unsafe operation.
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19. Install smoke and carbon monoxide (CO) detectors if unit is to be running in a building or
enclosure. This heater produces smoke and carbon monoxide emissions.
20. Install carbon monoxide monitors for areas that are expected to generate CO, e.g., heater
fueling areas, fuel bulk storage areas, sheds containing hydronic heaters.
21. ‘‘This wood heater has a manufacturer-set minimum low burn rate that must not be altered. It is
against federal regulations to alter this setting or otherwise operate this wood heater in a
manner inconsistent with operating instructions in this manual.’’
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3.3 Safety Alert Symbol

This Safety Alert symbol means:
Attention!
Become alert!
Your Safety is Involved!

3.4 Safety Signs - Signal Words
Familiarize yourself with the following safety notices used in this manual:

DANGER: (White letters on Red background)
Indicates an imminently hazardous situation that, if not
avoided, will result in death or serious injury. This word is
to be limited to the most extreme situations, typically for
machine components that, for functional purposes, cannot
be guarded.

WARNING: (Black letters on Orange background)
Indicates a potentially hazardous situation that, if not
avoided, could result in death or serious injury, and
includes hazards that are exposed when guards are
removed. It may also be used to alert against unsafe
practices.

CAUTION: (Black letters on Yellow background)
Indicates a potentially hazardous situation that, if not
avoided, could result in minor or moderate injury. It may
also be used to alert against unsafe practices.
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3.5 Safety Signs - Locations and Decals
1.

Caution

Always open the fire box door slowly. Opening the door quickly can cause a rush of air into the fire
box resulting in flames exiting the fire box through the fire box door. This is dangerous and can lead
to serious burn injuries. This unit has a switch circuit that engages the exhaust fan when the outer
front access door is open. Running the exhaust fan clears the fire box chamber of gasses and helps
to extract the smoke from the fire box. This system should be checked periodically to ensure it is
working properly (See Maintenance).

REMEMBER: If Safety Signs have been damaged, removed, become illegible or parts
replaced without Safety Signs, new signs must be applied. New Safety Signs are available
from Portage and Main.
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3.5 Safety Signs - Locations and Decals, - continued
2.

Certification Label

This Certification Label contains important safety and installation information.

Model and Serial Number
Always provide the model and serial number of
your heater when ordering parts or requesting
information and services.
For future reference, please record these here:
Model:

______________________

Serial Number: ______________________

REMEMBER: If Safety Signs have been damaged, removed, become illegible or parts
replaced without Safety Signs, new signs must be applied. New Safety Signs are available
from Portage and Main.
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4. Components Summary
This section is to help familiarize new owners and operators to the components of the EGR series of
outdoor hydronic heaters. Key features and general purpose of the components are discussed.

4.1 Exterior Components
1.

The heater exterior is constructed of durable powder coated sheet metal panels. Under the
sheet metal is a layer of insulation keeping the exterior cool and heat loss to a minimum.

2.

Access to the front side interior components of the heater is provided by the front door. (See
7.2 Front, Inside Components)

3.

The heater chimney outlet is located on the back of the heater. This chimney can be
lengthened by adding additional sections of insulated chimney pipe.

4.

A cleanout port for removal of dust that accumulates during heat exchanger cleaning.

5.

A maintenance access door is located on the side to allow access to temperature sensors.

6.

Water level in the heater can be monitored by the water level gage located on the front roof.

7.

Operator controls are located on the back side corner. Controls are discussed in detail in the
Operation section of this manual.

6. Water level gage
3. Chimney
1. Sheet metal exterior
covering insulation

2. Front door

7. Operator
controls
5. Maintenance
access

4. Clean out port
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4.2 Front, Inside Components
1.

Wood fuel is loaded through the fire box door.

2.

Behind the fire box door, the serviceable fire box liners can be seen.

3.

At the top of the fire box door opening is a smoke extractor passage that helps remove smoke
from the fire box when the door is opened.

4.

The reaction chamber door allows access to the reaction chamber refractories and lower heat
exchanger tubes for cleaning and inspection.

5.

The horizontal heat exchanger tubes can be inspected and cleaned to help keep the heater
efficiency at its highest.

6.

The reaction chamber refractories protect the steel inside the stove and help distribute the heat
evenly.

7.

The reaction chamber sight glass allows observation of the flame inside the reaction chamber
during operation.

8.

A maintenance access panel is provided to allow inspection of plumbing connections beneath
the interior liner.

3. Smoke extractor passage

1. Fire box door
and latch handle.
(Model EGR 250
shown)

2. Fire box liners

8. Maintenance
access

5. Horizontal heat
exchangers tubes

4. Reaction
chamber door
and latch handle

7. Reaction
chamber sight glass
6. Reaction chamber
refractories
11
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4.3 Back, Inside Components
1.

The exhaust fan and motor are removable for serviceability. The exhaust fan induces flow of
combustion air into the heater and creates a positive exhaust flow. The heater control system
regulates the fan speed to control the exhaust flow rate.

2.

The electronic services box houses the microprocessor and input/output devices. The
components within this box are to be serviced by qualified personnel only.

3.

Air supply channels supply air to the combustion chambers (each side).

4.

Return water from your heating system is plumbed into the water inlet port (2 places provided).

5.

Supply water to your heating system is plumbed into the water outlet port (2 places provided).

6.

The master switch and auxiliary receptacles are located here

7.

The vertical heat exchangers can be cleaned by moving this handle back and forth several
times.

1. Exhaust fan
and motor
2. Electronic
services box

6. Master switch
and auxiliary
receptacles

3. Air supply
channels

8. Air Control
Damper ,
Primary air upper
Secondary air lower

7. Vertical heat
exchanger cleaner
handle

4. Water inlet
port (cold side)

9. Circulation
Pump

5. Water outlet
port (hot side)
10. Valve, Drain,
Upper Water
Jacket
11. Valve, Drain,
Lower Water
Jacket
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8.

The intake air into the heater for the combustion process is controlled through the air control
dampers. The heater control system regulates the aperture opening in air supply channels to
control the air flow into the heater combustion chambers.

9.

The circulation pump keeps a constant circulation flow within the upper and lower water
jackets. The ball valves located before and after the pump are to remain open during normal
operation. The valves are provide to aid in pump replacement or servicing.

10. The upper water jacket drain valve is provide to drain the upper water jacket. This is used
primarily when servicing connections that require the water jackets to be void of water.
11. The lower water jacket drain valve is provide to drain the lower water jacket. This is used
primarily when servicing connections that require the water jackets to be void of water.

13
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4.4 Interior Components
1.

The replaceable fire box liners help protect the fire box welled assembly from corrosion
damage.

2.

The nozzle in the fire box floor directs the wood gas produced in the fire box into the reaction
chamber.

3.

The reaction chamber is where the hottest part of the combustion process occurs. The mixture
of wood gas and intake air occurs here producing an intense flame.

4.

Refractories line the hottest areas of the heater and help keep the combustion temperatures
high while protecting steel components.

5.

The vertical heat exchanger cleaning mechanism (not shown) removes ash from the tubes is
actuated by a handle in the back compartment.

6.

Exhaust fan chamber houses the removable fan and vertical heat exchanger mechanism.

1. Fire box liners

2. Nozzle

4. Refractories

3. Reaction chamber
4. Refractories

6. Fan chamber

5. Heat exchanger
cleaner handle
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5. Installation
5.1 Handling

Crushing Hazard to prevent serious injury or death. Use extreme caution while handling
heater with forklift, hoist, crane or overhead lifting device. Do not, for any reason, place
your body or body parts under the heater while suspended. Use extreme caution when
heater is suspended above the floor for any reason.

Handling the outdoor hydronic heater:
This heater has two lifting/handling provisions. Do not lift the heater by attachment to any other
parts.
1.

Forklift Receiver Pockets - Use a forklift that is capable of handling the weight of the heater
and terrain that will be traversed.

2.

Lifting Tab - Attach to this point if using overhead hoist or crane. Be sure all lifting components
used are capable of handling the weight.

2. Lifting Tab

1. Forklift Receiver Pockets
15
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5.2 Outdoor Installation Notes, Clearances and Chimney
Note: Installation is to be performed by a qualified installer and will comply with all
requirements of the AJH (Authority having jurisdiction). All installations must be
done following applicable building, plumbing, electrical and fire codes.


Check with your insurance provider on coverages, inspection requirements and
restrictions for solid fuel heating appliances when placed outdoors.



Outdoor installations will require clearance to access the front and back doors as well as
installation clearances to combustibles.


Back and Front = 60 inches (152 cm) Required for opening exterior doors and
access.



Top = 18 inches (46 cm)



Sides = 18 inches (46 cm)



Recommended minimum distance to other structures (including those being heated)
is 50 feet.



A concrete slab on a compacted granular base is recommended for a foundation. The
foundation design must be capable of supporting the weight of the heater. (See
Specifications,)



Installation on combustible floors (not recommended). If the boiler is to be installed
on combustible floor areas, the floor area around the front of the furnace must be
protected from spillage of burning fuel particles. The protective materials must be noncombustible, these include masonry materials or sheet metal. Areas to be covered are:
1.

Underneath the boiler.

2.

At least 16 inches (400 mm) in front and 8 inches (200 mm) on either side of the fuel
loading and ash removal doors,.

3.

Underneath the chimney connector and extending at least 2 inches (50 mm) on
either side of the chimney connector.



Install the furnace downstream of prevailing winds relative to any residences. i.e., not too
close to neighbors or in valleys that would cause unhealthy air quality or nuisance
conditions.



Insulated chimney may be added (beyond the starter section provided). The chimney
size is 6 inches inside diameter. The recommended chimney type is UL listed, HT
prefabricated insulated stainless steel. Please consult the chimney manufacturer for
outdoor installation lateral support recommendations.



Chimney height. The recommended height is 4 feet above any roof or immediate
structures (walls, buildings etc. closer than 50 feet away).



Do not connect this chimney flue to other appliances. The chimney is to serve this heater
only.



Installation of a tight fitting rain cap is recommended in the off season to help reduce
internal corrosion.
16
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5.3 Electrical Connections
Note: Installation is to be performed by a qualified installer and will comply with all
requirements of the AJH (Authority having jurisdiction). All installations must be done
following applicable building, plumbing, electrical and fire codes.
Please consult your dealer to obtain the specifications for products referred to in the
following points on electrical connections.



The heater is factory-wired and is ready to connect to a 120V AC 60 Hz , 10 Amp, circuit
protected, single phase, power supply. The connection is made inside the Master switch
electrical box. (WIRES ARE EXPOSED IN PHOTO FOR IDENTIFICATION PURPOSES
ONLY) Note: Use copper wiring only.



Ensure the heater (and metallic water lines, if used) are well grounded. Poorly grounded
components may increase the risk of electrical shock and component damage due to electrical
erosion.



The 120V plug (unswitched) is provided for convenience to connect circulation pumps or other
120V AC accessories. Ensure the total current draw of the heater, pumps and accessories
does not exceed the circuit capabilities (10 amps).



The electronic services box cover is removed for illustration purposes only.

Electronic services box

Master switch electrical box

Connection wires
Use copper wiring only.
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5.4 Plumbing Connections
Note: Installation is to be performed by a qualified installer and will comply with all
requirements of the AJH (Authority having jurisdiction). All installations must be done
following applicable building, plumbing, electrical and fire codes.
Please consult your dealer to obtain the specifications for the components referred to in the
following points on plumbing.


A continuous circulation pump is required. The pump must circulate a minimum of12 GPM
continually through the heater. The pump is required to run in the off-season, this will help
to reduce internal corrosion.



A filter system connected to the continuous circulation pump circuit is required.



Outdoor plumbing between heater and heating demand (shop, residence pool etc.)
requires the use of properly sized and installed pipes.



Pre-insulated water tight pipes such as “LOGSTOR Dual Pex Flex” are recommended for
buried pipe.



It is important to use water tight pipe to keep the insulation protected against saturation
from ground water.



The recommended pipe burial depth is between 18 and 36 inches.



Install air traps at the high points of the plumbing system (as required) to purge air from
the system.



It is recommended to install a heat dissipation loop in the system to dissipate 10% of the
heat output from the heater in the event of a power failure (loss of circulation).



Ensure that the hot (supply) and cold (return) connections to the heater are done on the
correct ports.



The heater may be connected to any existing or new heating system. Integration of the
Portage and Main heating system should be done by qualified heating and plumbing
professionals.
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Note: The following four points of discussion and schematics are provided as a guideline
only.
1.

EXISTING FORCED AIR SYSTEM
Install a water to air heat exchanger into your existing forced air system. Separate
thermostatic controls for the existing and newly install system are recommended. Your
existing heater remains as a back-up.

2.

EXISTING BASEBOARD SYSTEM
Integrate the heater with an existing baseboard and boiler system. The two systems may be
combined or kept separate. Your existing boiler remains as a back-up.

19
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CONNECTION TO A NEW BASEBOARD SYSTEM
Install a new baseboard and Portage and Main heater.

DOMESTIC WATER HEATER AND HEATING SYSTEM
In addition to comfort heating, the heater system may be connected to heat domestic hot
water using a side arm heater. The existing hot water system is kept as back-up and for use
during the off-season.

Pedestal
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5.5 Water Fill and Corrosion Protection
Please consult your dealer to obtain the specifications for products referred to in the
following points on water fill and corrosion protection.


Use only good quality water. Do not use water with iron, minerals, or hard water. Do not use
reverse osmosis water. Filtered rain water is preferred.



Add water until the entire heating system is filled and the level gauge on top of the heater
indicates mid way between the minimum and maximum markings (discussed in Maintenance,
Section 10). This is to allow for water expansion.



Water and boiler treatment products may be added to the heater through the level gage fitting
(remove the level gage temporarily while filling).



A permanent supply water system can be added to the heating loop. Consult with your dealer
for options.



Before starting the outdoor water heater make sure the entire heating installation is properly
vented and air is purged to facilitate the circulation of water in the heating loop(s).



Use a certified boiler treatment product for corrosion protection.



Check PH levels on initial fill and annually. PH is checked using PH test strip indicators. The
ideal PH is 7.5 to 8.5.



Submit water sample for testing annual through your dealer. Keep your records.

5.6 Optional - Water Fill Frost Protection
Please consult your dealer to obtain the specifications for products referred to in the
following points on water fill frost protection.



Frost protection is optional and is recommended in applications where there is a potential for
freezing the system. Freezing damage is very destructive and very costly to repair. As stated in
the warranty exclusions ” Damages/liability from freezing are excluded”.



Antifreeze concentrates (propylene glycol) designed for water heating systems are
commercially available. Follow the manufactures instructions when using antifreeze products.



Adjust the antifreeze product concentration to match the level of freezing protection desired.



The recommended antifreeze concentration is 1/3 antifreeze to 2/3 water.
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5.7 Additional Installation Requirements for Canadian Installations


If fans are installed in the fuel storage area they should not create negative pressures in the
room where the solid fuel-burning appliance is located.



"DO NOT CONNECT THIS UNIT TO A CHIMNEY FLUE SERVING ANOTHER APPLIANCE".



“BURN WOOD ONLY”



WARNING - Risk of Fire:
- Do on operate with fuel loading or ash removal doors open.
- Do not store fuel or other combustible material within marked installation clearances.
- Inspect and clean flues and chimney regularly.



CAUTION - Hot Surfaces: Keep children away. Do not touch during operation.



The following is for boilers intended to be connected to an existing boiler system:
1.
Instructions describing the installation procedures for independent of combined operation
including complete electrical circuit and piping diagrams. The add-on boiler shall
i.
be installed without interfering with the normal delivery of heated water from the
original boiler,
ii.
be installed without affecting the operation of the electrical and mechanical safety
controls of the original boiler,
iii. provide for a changeover from one fuel to the other without requiring manual
adjustment of any controls or components other than the thermostats,
iv. have provisions for preventing, or adequate water capacity within the boiler to
prevent damage from loss of circulation due to electrical power failure,
v.
be installed without changing the function of the controls or rewiring the original
boiler. A wiring interconnection is permitted. The electrical system of both boilers shall
be powered from a single branch circuit without exception.
2.
A requirement in the recommended piping diagram for the installation of a hot-water
circulation loop that would dissipate at least 10% of the estimated rated heat output of the solid
-fuel boiler when circulation is reduced because of an electrical power failure.
i.

The loop can only be made inoperative by a deliberate manual action.

ii.
The design parameters for sizing shall be a pipe size > 3/4 inch (18 mm), room
temperature of 65ºF (18ºC), and mean water temperature of 180ºF (82ºC).
iii. The loop be positioned above the boiler, with features that promote natural thermal
circulation of the water.
3.
The recommended piping be such that excessive pressure will not be developed in any
portion of the boiler or system.
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Operation

Important:
Prior to operation, review Safety, Section 3. Understand all safety messages in this manual
and Warning Decals on the heater.

6.1 Controls and Settings
‘‘This wood heater needs periodic inspection and repair for proper operation. It is against
federal regulations to operate this wood heater in a manner inconsistent with operating
instructions in this manual.’’
The operator control panel displays the current water temperature by default. All displayed
temperatures are in degrees Fahrenheit, F0.


The operator control returns to display the Current Temperature if no keys are pressed for a
few seconds.



After adjusting a parameter, as discussed below, use the set key to return the indicator digit to
“F”. The adjusted parameter will be saved to memory and the control will begin to function
using the newly set parameter. Alternately, you can wait a few seconds until the control returns
to display the Current Temperature. Changes will be saved.



The status Indicator 1 illuminates when the damper control is energized.



The status Indicator 2 illuminates when the blower control is energized.

Indicator Digit (“F” indicates
the Current Temperature.

Display

Set and Arrow Keys

Status Indicators

The operator can adjust four operational parameters. The following discusses each parameter in
detail.
1.

2.

“Set Point” - This is the heater output water temperature that the control system will maintain.


To change the set point, press SET until the Indicator Digit displays “S”



Use the arrow keys to adjust the set point temperature.



The adjustment range is 150 F0 to 190 F0.



The recommended set point temperature is 175 F0.

“Blower Differential” - This is the temperature differential below the set point temperature that
the exhaust fan operates. The exhaust fan speed is controlled by the system and is modulated
according to the differential. A zero differential turns off the exhaust fan and a 10 degree
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Important:
Prior to operation review Safety section 3. Understand all safety messages in this manual and
Warning Decals on the heater.
differential produces the maximum exhaust fan modulation.

3.

4.



To change the Blower Differential, press SET until the Indicator Digit displays “b”



Use the arrow keys to adjust the Blower Differential temperature.



The adjustment range is 0 F0 to 10 F0.



The recommended initial set point temperature is 5 F0.



IMPORTANT “ Blower Differential and the Damper Differential (discussed next)
must be set to the same value.

“Damper Differential” - This is the temperature differential below the set point temperature
that the air control damper operates. The exhaust fan speed is controlled by the system and is
modulated according to the differential. A zero differential turns off the damper and a 10 degree
differential produces the maximum exhaust fan modulation.


To change the Damper Differential, press SET until the Indicator Digit displays “d”



Use the arrow keys to adjust the Damper Differential temperature.



The adjustment range is 0 F0 to 10 F0.



The recommended initial set point temperature is 5 F0.



IMPORTANT “ Damper Differential and the Blower Differential (discussed previous)
must be set to the same value.

“Cold Water Shutdown” - This is the set point temperature that shuts down the exhaust fan
and closes the air control damper. To change the Cold Water Shutdown temperature, press
SET until the Indicator Digit displays “C”.


Use the arrow keys to adjust the Cold Water Shutdown temperature.



The adjustment range is 100 F0 to 140 F0.



The recommended initial set point temperature is 130 F0.



The Cold Water Shutdown only works if the heater has reached the set point
temperature and has cooled to the Cold Water Shutdown temperature.



Once activated, the Cold Water Shutdown must be reset by cycling the power to the
unit. Turn the Master Switch in the back compartment “off” for 20 seconds.
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Important:
Prior to operation, review Safety, Section 3. Understand all safety messages in this manual
and Warning Decals on the heater.

6.2 Recommended Wood Fuels
Portage and Main heaters are designed to burn solid wood fuel only.

Liquid fuels are prohibited. Adding liquid fuel or oils to
this heater is dangerous and can lead to serious injury
and/or damage the heater.

Do not burn materials in this heater other than wood. Processed or treated woods such as
plywood, particle board, oriented strand board (OSB), laminates and pressure treated lumber
contain chemical compounds that are harmful to the heater and environment.
Do Not Burn Garbage, Gasoline, Naphtha, Engine Oil, or Other Inappropriate Materials.
Do Not Burn:
1.

Lawn clippings or yard waste;

2.

Materials containing rubber, including tires;

3.

Materials containing plastic;

4.

Waste petroleum products, paints or paint thinners, or asphalt products;

5.

Materials containing asbestos;

6.

Construction or demolition debris;

7.

Railroad ties or pressure-treated wood;

8.

Manure or animal remains;

9.

Salt water driftwood or other previously salt water saturated materials;

10. Unseasoned wood; or
11. Paper products, cardboard, plywood, or particleboard. The prohibition against
burning these materials does not prohibit the use of fire starters made from paper,
cardboard, saw dust, wax and similar substances for the purpose of starting a fire
in an affected wood heater.
Burning these materials may result in release of toxic fumes or render the heater ineffective
and cause smoke.
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Important:
Prior to operation, review Safety, Section 3. Understand all safety messages in this manual
and Warning Decals on the heater.


The type of wood fuel is a mater of personal choice and may be based on cost and availability.



Moisture content is important, seasoned dry wood works the best. Moisture content should not
exceed 30% and is best at levels from 15% to 20%. Determine moisture content by using a
commercially available wood moisture tester (see your dealer).



Burning wet unseasoned wood promotes the buildup of creosote in the combustion
chamber and chimney flue. Creosote is a highly combustible and can cause run-away
fires in both the chimney and combustion chambers.



Store wood fuel outdoors in a wood shed designed to keep rain and snow from accumulating
on the wood and allows air to reach the wood for drying (seasoning).



Seasoned wood has the following characteristics:


Cut ends display cracks running radially from the center.



When split, the wood does not have a damp feel. It will be consistently dry through and
through.



Seasoned wood splits easier than unseasoned wood.



The bark is loose on hardwoods and may fall off.



Bark on softwoods appears fluffy and sheds off easier.



Starting a fire with seasoned wood will very little kindling and will produce a hotter fire
much faster.

Caution: Do not to store fuel within the appliance, within the installation clearances (see
installation clearances) or within the space required for refueling, ash removal, and other
routine maintenance operations.


The size of the wood loaded into the heater is important to achieve a good coal bed. Typically
you will find the operation is most efficient using wood cut to under 5 inches in diameter. Larger
size pieces can be used but should be less than 15% of the total wood loaded in the heater
and should not exceed 8 inches in diameter.



The heater controls combustion speed and the smaller wood sizes (between 3 and 5 inch
diameter) will produce a good coal bed quickly. Achieving a good coal bed allows the heater to
operate at peak efficiency and uses less wood.
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Important:
Prior to operation, review Safety, Section 3. Understand all safety messages in this manual
and Warning Decals on the heater.

6.3 Starting and Maintaining a Fire
Prior to starting or maintaining a fire:


Ensure that the Master switch is “on” and the control settings are set.



Check water level and add if necessary.



Remember to cycle the Master switch if the Cold Water Shut Down was activated prior to
restarting or stoking the fire.



If a fire is established, use caution when opening the fire box door. Trapped wood gas inside
the fire box may ignite unexpectedly.

Starting a new fire and loading the combustion chamber:


Use small kindling and paper to start a fire (Do not use liquid fuels or chemical to start a
fire). Load the paper and kindling on the bottom and stack progressively larger pieces to fill
the fire box.



Load the wood fuel length wise and avoid placing pieces directly over the nozzle at the bottom
of the fire box. Load the fuel carefully or damage will result.



The fire box may be filled completely with wood fuel. Overloading the fire box is only a
concern if it interferes with door closure. Experience will determine the amount of wood that
you will use in a given period.



On a cold start, the heater fan and air control damper is set to move the maximum amount of
combustion air into the fire box and reaction chambers. The fire box and reaction chamber
doors must be closed for proper air flow.



The fire will progress inside the fire box burning from the bottom up.



As the temperature rises and a coal bed is established, wood gas is produced in the fire box.
The wood gas will start to combust inside the reaction chamber. The reaction chamber flame
can be viewed through the site glass port in the reaction chamber door.



Observing a good reaction chamber flame may take several hours on a cold start. This also
depends on wood quality and how fast a coal bed in the fire box is established.

Maintaining a Fire:


Once a fire is established the heater controls the combustion rate automatically.



Wood fuel may be added according to usage.



It is best to establish a refueling schedule that keeps a good coal bed in the fire box so that the
fire does not have to be restarted.

Reducing Visible Emissions:


Visible emissions may include smoke and/or steam. Typically, emissions are only visible on
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Important:
Prior to operation, review Safety, Section 3. Understand all safety messages in this manual
and Warning Decals on the heater.
start-up and during extended periods of running on minimum output.


You can reduce visible emissions by avoiding extended periods of running with little or no heat
load and reloading the fire box before the coal bed runs out.



Wood quality is important, do not burn unseasoned wood especially when refueling small fires.



Maintain your heater as described in the maintenance section. Remove ash and obstructions
from the air pathways in the fire box daily as part of your refueling routine.

6.4 Information on creosote and cleaning:
Creosote:


Establish a routine for the storage of fuel, maintenance of the appliance, and firing techniques.



Check daily for creosote build up until experience shows how often cleaning is necessary.



Inspection, maintenance, and cleaning of the chimney and chimney connector including
reference to the formation and removal of creosote buildup in the chimney as follows:



"Creosote - Formation and Need for Removal - When wood is burned slowly, it produces tar
and other organic vapors, which combine with expelled moisture to form creosote. The
creosote vapors condense in the relatively cool chimney flue of a slow-burning fire. As a result,
creosote residue accumulates on the flue lining. When ignited this creosote makes an
extremely hot fire. When burning wood, the chimney connector and chimney should be
inspected at least once every two months during the heating season to determine if a creosote
buildup has occurred.



If creosote has accumulated, it should be removed to reduce the risk of a chimney fire.



Have a clearly understood plan to handle a runaway fire or chimney fire.

Cleaning:


After cleaning the appliance, creosote and ashes from the chimney or combustion chamber
must be contained and disposed of properly.



"Disposal of Ashes - Ashes should be placed in a metal container with a tight fitting lid. The
closed container of ashes should be placed on a non-combustible floor or on the ground, well
away from all combustible materials, pending final disposal. If the ashes are disposed of by
burial in soil or otherwise locally dispersed, they should be retained in the closed container until
all cinders have thoroughly cooled."
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Important:
Prior to operation, review Safety, Section 3. Understand all safety messages in this manual
and Warning Decals on the heater.

6.5 Operational Trouble Shooting
Problems related to operation or performance can often be traced back to maintenance issues.
Ensure maintenance items (see section 7) are investigated and actioned to keep your heater
running trouble free.

Trouble
Heater does not reach
set point temperature

Water Boiling

Possible Cause


Poor wood fuel and lack of coal
bed formation

Solution


Burn seasoned wood fuel



Reset control by cycling
Master switch



Cold water shut down not reset



Operation with doors or access
ports open



Ensure all doors and access
ports are closed and sealed



Nozzle blockage





Too much ash in fire box

Use metal poker to remove
blockage from nozzle



Air and Exhaust control failure



Maintain ash levels in fire
box below 5 inches



Consult with your dealer for
air and exhaust control problem solving



Consult with your dealer for
air and exhaust control problem solving



Check air damper and cross
tubes for leaks



Control system not modulating
burn rate



Air leaks on air control side

6.6 Additional Operation Requirements for Canadian Standards


CLEANING OF THE HEAT EXCHANGER, FLUE PIPE, CHIMNEY AND FAN, IS ESPECIALLY
IMPORTANT AT THE END OF THE HEATING SEASON TO MINIMIZE CORROSION
DURING THE SUMMER MONTHS CAUSED BY ACCUMULATED ASH.
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6.7 Additional Instructions for Canadian Requirements for add-on boilers


OPERATE THE BOILER PERIODICALLY TO ENSURE THAT IT WILL OPERATE
SATISFACTORILY WHEN NEEDED.



DO NOT RELOCATE OR BYPASS ANY OF THE SAFETY CONTROLS IN THE ORIGINAL
(GAS, OIL, ELECTRIC) BOILER INSTALLATION.



THE OPERATION OF THE GAS BOILER MUST BE VERIFIED FOR ACCEPTABLE
OPERATION BEFORE AND AFTER INSTALLATION OF THE ADD-ON APPLIANCE BY A
GAS FITTER WHO IS RECOGNIZED BY THE REGULATORY AUTHORITY.



DO NOT CONNECT TO ANY CHIMNEY OR VENT SERVING A GAS APPLIANCE.

Instructions that the installation should comply with requirements of CAN/CSA-B365, and changes to
the installation should comply with CSA B139 (for oil-fired), C22.1 (for electric), or CAN/CGA-B149.1
or CAN/CGA-B149.2 (for gas-fired).

6.8 Power Failure and controls testing (simulate power failure event).
In the event of a power failure:


Open all water circulation valves to allow water to flow to all heating zones. This is especially
important if the water heater was running at maximum output before the power failure occurred.



This heating system requires circulation pumps to remove heat. Do not re-fuel water heater
during a power outage.



Ensure all doors are closed and remain closed during the power failure.



Ensure the air control dampers are closed. If they are not closed, plug the leaks with duct tape.
Once the power returns and the circulation pumps are functioning, test the controls as
described below.

Controls test (power failure simulation): In the event of a power outage the air controls for the
furnace must return to a shut off state. Monthly, during operation, simulate a power failure by
shutting off the power to the furnace (Master switch in back compartment). With the power off, the air
control dampers must shut off air flow to the furnace. Contact your dealer immediately to obtain
service if the air control fails to operate as described.
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Important:
Prior to preforming any maintenance review Safety, Section 3. Understand all safety
messages in this manual and Warning Decals on the heater.

7.

Maintenance
‘‘This wood heater needs periodic inspection and repair for proper operation. It is
against federal regulations to operate this wood heater in a manner inconsistent with
operating instructions in this manual.’’

7.1 Water Level


The water level gage, located outside the heater on the front roof, should be checked every
time the heater is loaded with wood fuel. The water level should not be allowed to go below
the minimum mark on the gage. Add water as required. If filling while heater is cold, leave
adequate space for expansion.



Check the PH level if replacing or adding water due to maintenance or repair. Adjust with
certified boiler treatment as required.



Optional; if anti-freeze was used for initial fill: When adding large make-up water
quantities to compensate for evaporation, use the same ratio of antifreeze solution to the
makeup water as was initially used.

Maximum level

Indicator

Minimum level
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Important:
Prior to preforming any maintenance review Safety, Section 3. Understand all safety
messages in this manual and Warning Decals on the heater.

7.2 Ash Removal and Reaction
Chamber Cleaning
Ash removal is important to keep the heater
running efficiently. The majority of the ash is
deposited on the fire box floor. Ash accumulates
in the heat exchangers, exhaust fan chamber
and reaction chamber. The maintenance
schedule for ash removal depends on use and
the type and quality of wood used.
Three tools have been provided to aid in
cleaning ash from the heater. They are identified
in the photo.

Shovel

Brush

Scraper

Important:


Ash removal is to be preformed when the heater is shut-down and has cooled.



Store ashes in a metal container with a tight fitting lid.



Store container with ashes away from combustible materials.



Disposal of ashes may be done once completely cooled (this may take several days)
and embers are no longer present. Check local bylaws for ash disposal requirements.
1.

Vertical Heat Exchangers - The vertical heat exchangers are inside the unit and cannot
be easily inspected. To clean the heat exchanger push-pull the handle identified in
section 4.3 (back compartment). This cleaning can be done at any time and does not
require shut down.

2.

Fire Box Floor - Weekly cleaning is recommended or when ash accumulates to 5 inches
deep. Routinely inspect the fire box floor ash levels prior to restarting a fire. Remove the
ashes with the shovel tool provided. The fire box combustion air is supplied on both sides
behind the fire box liners. Clean the area behind the liners and ensure the air supply ports
are not blocked.

3.

Reaction Chamber - Weekly cleaning is recommended or when deposit accumulations
are noticed. Routinely inspect the reaction chamber prior to restarting a fire. Remove the
ashes from the reaction chamber with the scraper tool provided.

4.

Horizontal Heat Exchanger Tubes - Weekly cleaning is recommended or when deposit
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Important:
Prior to preforming any maintenance review Safety, Section 3. Understand all safety
messages in this manual and Warning Decals on the heater.
accumulations are noticed. Routinely inspect the horizontal heat exchanger tubes prior to
restarting a fire. Remove the ash with the brush tool provided.
5.

Clean Out Port - Monthly cleaning is recommended or when deposit accumulations are
noticed. Ashes from cleaning both the horizontal and vertical heat exchangers
accumulate in the cavity behind the cleanout port door. Remove the ashes from the
cleanout port floor with the scraper tool provided.

6.

Exhaust Fan Chamber - Yearly cleaning is recommended. The fan chamber cleaning
must be preformed on a cold heater, preferably during shut down in the off season. The
fan motor and housing must be removed to clean this area. Consult with your dealer on
procedures and sealing products that are required to preform this maintenance.

7.3

Nozzle Inspection

The nozzle is a consumable item. The life expectancy of a nozzle cannot be predicted by usage or
specified period.
Inspect the nozzle function daily through the reaction chamber sight glass (must be performed
while the heater is running and cycling on).
Please consult your dealer to obtain the service parts as required and detailed repair
procedures.
Important:
Nozzle inspection is to be preformed when the heater is shut-down and has cooled.


Remove any blockages with a iron stoker rod (not provided).



Replace the nozzle if it is broken.



Replace the nozzle if it is no longer directing the flame into the reaction chamber.



The surrounding refractories must support the nozzle. Replace the surrounding refractories
when eroded.



Do not operate with the nozzle removed.
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Important:
Prior to preforming any maintenance review Safety, Section 3. Understand all safety
messages in this manual and Warning Decals on the heater.

7.4 Refractory Inspection and Replacement
The refractories are consumable items. The life expectancy of refractories cannot be predicted by
usage or specified period. Damage, deterioration and cracking of all refractories (heat treated fire
brick) are excluded from the warranty.
Please consult your dealer to obtain the service parts as required and detailed repair
procedures.
Important:
Refractory inspection is to be preformed when the heater is shut-down and has cooled.


Inspect refractories during ash removal or when changes in refractory appearance or when
performance changes are noted.



Replace the refractories surrounding the nozzle when eroded.



Do not operate with refractories that are eroded to the point where they are exposing the steel
they are meant to protect.



Replace broken refractories.



Do not operate with the refractories removed.

7.5 Door Seal Inspection and Replacement
The door seals are consumable items. The life expectancy of door seals cannot be predicted by
usage or specified period.
Please consult your dealer to obtain the service parts as required and detailed repair
procedures.
Important:
Door seal inspection is to be preformed when the heater is shut-down and has cooled.


Inspect the door seals during ash removal or when changes in door seal appearance or
performance changes are noted.



The perimeter edge of the door opening must contact the door seal.



The doors hinge and latch can be adjusted to obtain better contact.



Replace damaged door seals.



Do not operate without door seals in place.
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Important:
Prior to preforming any maintenance review Safety, Section 3. Understand all safety
messages in this manual and Warning Decals on the heater.

7.6 Fire Box Liner Inspection and Replacement
The fire box liners are consumable items. The life expectancy of the fire box liners cannot be
predicted by usage or specified period.
Please consult your dealer to obtain the service parts as required and detailed repair
procedures.
Important:
Fire box liner inspection is to be preformed when the heater is shut-down and has cooled.


Inspect fire box liners during ash removal or when changes in fire box liner appearance or
when performance changes are noted .



Do not operate with fire box liners that are deteriorated to the point where they are exposing
the steel they are meant to protect.



Replace badly warped or deteriorated fire box liners.



Do not operate with the fire box liners removed.

7.7 Plumbing Inspection
Please consult your dealer to obtain the service parts as required and detailed repair
procedures.
Important:
Plumbing inspection is to be preformed when the heater is shut-down and has cooled.


Inspect all connections inside the back compartment for leaks at least once a year.



Inspect the interconnecting line between the upper and lower heater welded assemblies. The
connecting line can be inspected by removing the Maintenance access cover in the front side
compartment. (It is located behind the insulation).



Repair or replace leaking connections or plumbing components.
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Important:
Prior to preforming any maintenance review Safety, Section 3. Understand all safety
messages in this manual and Warning Decals on the heater.

7.8 Off Season (Preparing Heater for Summer Shut Down)
Please consult your dealer to obtain the off season service products and detailed repair
procedures.



Keep circulation pump running during the off season.



Check PH prior to shut down.



Cover chimney outlet to prevent rain water from entering heater.



Clean ashes from all compartments as described in the maintenance section.



Vacuum ashes from all compartments. Thorough cleaning will help reduce corrosion.



Oil the inside metal surfaces (Fire side). Obtain product and procedures from your dealer.
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7.9 Electrical Schematic
The following schematic for the electrical control box and is provided for reference only.
Please consult your dealer to obtain the service parts as required and detailed repair
procedures.

Use copper wiring only when connecting to supply power

High Temp. cutout

120vc power supply

Neutral

CM
A1

D11
+ 0-10 volt
Transformer
!20vc/24vc

Damper actuator
24 volt ac

To Fan Motor
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Specifications

*Specifications are subject to change without notice.
MODEL

EGR 250

EGR 100

Heat Output, (EPA phase II )

200,000 BTU

100,000 BTU

CAN/CSA B 366.1-M91

yes

yes

UL 391-2006 and 726-2006

yes

yes

Weight (shipping, dry)

3500

2835

(78.0 in x 41.2 in x
82.5 in)

(71.0 in x 39.4 in x
75.5 in)

Estimated weight for foundation (water filled and
equipped)
Exterior dimensions (height x width x length)

Maximum - Minimum controlled output water tem- 190 oF to150 oF
perature (set point range)

190 oF to 150 oF

Temperature Display Range

-20 oF to 220 oF

-20 oF to 220 oF

Power supply requirements (excluding circulation
pumps)

120V AC 60 Hz , 5
Amps, Single phase

120V AC 60 Hz , 5
Amps, Single phase

Fire box dimensions
(height x width x depth)

(34.3 in x 22.9 in x
28.4 in)

(27.8 in x 21.0 in x
21.0 in)

Volume

12.9 Cubic feet

7.1 Cubic feet

Fire box door opening dimensions (height x width) (15.5 in x 21.6 in)

(14.0 in x 15.3 in)

Circulation water connections (size and type)

1.25 in - NTP, internal
thread

1.25 in - NTP, internal
thread

8.1 Wood Heater Compliance Status


This wood fired water heater complies with all applicable CSA, UL and EPA Phase II compliance standards at the time of manufacture.



“U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY Certified to comply with 2015 particulate
emission standards. Not approved for sale after May 15, 2020.”
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8.2 Efficiency and Emissions
The efficiency and emission values presented here were determined through live
testing. The testing agency is:
Intertek of Middleton, WI
The heat value given to the wood fuel (input) varies between sample, wood condition and wood
type. Output efficiency values for the heater are calculated using the higher and lower heating
values of wood.

Model:

EGR 250

8– Hour Output Rating

92,747 Btu/hr

8-Hour Average Efficiency

77.4% Using higher heating
value of wood

8-Hour Average Efficiency

83.4% Using lower heating
value of wood

Annual Efficiency Rating

74.9% Using higher heating
value of wood

Annual Efficiency Rating

80.6% Using lower heating
value of wood

Particulate Emissions

6.17 grams/hr (average)

0.271 lbs/million Btu

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

6.012 grams/minute
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Warranty
9.1 Warranty Statement

Piney Manufacturing Ltd. warrants every product it sells. If one of our heaters needs service or
repair, one of our factory authorized agents in the Canada or United States can assist in making a
warranty claim, finding replacement parts or finding a qualified repair technician.
In Canada or the United States please call 1-800-561-0700.
Portage and Main (models EGR 250 and EGR 100) Warranty
Piney Manufacturing Ltd. warrants to the original purchaser that the product be free from defects in
materials and workmanship for periods from date of purchase as indicated in the schedule below:
1 Year: Electrical components, temperature controls, electric motors, actuators,
temperature displays.
2 year: Leakage on upper and lower heater welded assemblies.
3rd Year to 20th year: Leakage on upper and lower heater main welded assemblies. In
year three (3) through the 20th year , Piney Manufacturing Ltd. will pay a prorated share of any
repair or replacement cost. The proportionate charge will be equal to the stated percentage of
the list price of the parts at the time of the warranty claim is made, and will be determined as
follows: 3rd to 5th year 80%; 6th year 60%; 7th year 50%, 8th year 40%; 9th year 30%; 10th
year 20%; year 11th to 20th year 10%. No cash surrender value at any time. Portage and Main
reserves the right to replace or repair the parts at its sole discretion.
To take advantage of this warranty, the product or part must be returned for examination, postage
prepaid, to an authorized repair location designated by our office. If our inspection discloses a
defect, we will either repair or replace the part or product at our discretion. We will return repaired
product or replacement part at your expense. If it is determined there is no defect, or that the defect
resulted from causes not within the scope of this warranty, then repair or replacement at Piney
Manufacturing Ltd. expense may be denied.
This warranty is to the original purchaser only and is non-transferable.
To validate this warranty complete the Warranty Registration Card (Page 4).
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9.2 Warranty Exclusions and Limitations
Piney Manufacturing Ltd. warranties for the period(s) specified above, from the date the product
was purchased. Except as stated herein:


Transportation charges, installation charges, labor charges for replacing parts or units replaced
under this warranty.



Implied warranties by the distributor or merchantability and fitness are excluded.



Liability for death or injuries to persons arising from use of our product is excluded.



Liability for property or for incidental, contingent, special or consequential damages arising
from use of our product are excluded.



Damages/liability due to misuse, abuse, negligence or accidents, normal wear-and tear,
unauthorised repair or alterations outside our facilities, or due to a lack of maintenance, are
excluded.



Damages/liability from burning unauthorized fuels are excluded.



Components or workmanship required for installation (outside and/or inside the heater) that are
not supplied with the unit (examples wiring, fuse panels, plumbing, pumps and heat
exchangers) are excluded.



Damages/liability from freezing, overheating, pressurization are excluded.



Damages/liability arising from failure to maintain corrosion inhibitors in the heater water (upon
initial fill or on scheduled maintenance) are excluded. Yearly samples of heater circulation
water must be submitted to dealer for analysis.



Damages/liability arising from using this heater for purposes other than its intended use are
excluded.



Damages/liability caused by ash corrosion.



Damages, deterioration and cracking of all refractories (heat treated fire brick) are excluded.

Special Note:
This heater is not intended to be the only source of heat; therefore, it is recommended that a backup system be in place to prevent damages caused by lack of heat. Piney Manufacturing Ltd. is not
liable for any accidents which may occur from the operation of the heater, or damages incurred due
to heating system failure. The purchaser assumes all responsibility for the care, maintenance and
safe operation of the heater.
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9.3 Warranty Registration Card
Purchaser’s Name: ____________________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Phone: ___________________________
Model: ___________________________ Serial No. _________________________________
Date of Purchase: _____________________________________________________________

Dealer: ______________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________
Dealer’s Signature: ____________________________________________________________
Date: _______________________________________________________________________
“I have read, understood and accept the conditions of this Warranty and Warranty
Exclusions and Limitations.” (pages 3 and 4).
Purchaser’s Signature: __________________________________________________________
Date: ________________________________________________________________________

To validate this warranty:
Within twenty (20) days of purchase date:
1.

Complete and sign this Warranty Registration Card.

2.

Send copy of Warranty Registration Card with a copy of sales receipt to Portage and
Main (fax#1-306-922-1662)
Portage and Main
C/O Heat Smart Plus Inc.
Hwy 11 North, 1 mile south of Hwy 2
RR3, STN Main
Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, Canada
S6V 5R1
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